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1. 
nThomas Mann and His Work" 
A. Introduction. 
I. Reason for selection of subject. 
For quite a number of years and especially since 1924, 
when I took, under Mrs. Annie Russell Marble of Worcester, a 
course on "Nobel Prize Winners in Literature,n I have been 
particularly interested in the Nobel awards. My fondness for 
things German caused me to be more than ordinarily interested, 
when, in 1929, Thomas Mann was the recipient of the honor, al-
though at that time I had read nothing by him and knew of him 
simply through reviews of his works. 
My personal interest in the man and his work was a.roused 
in 1930 by the first sample which I had the good fortune to 
read , namely "Tonio Kr8ger.u The dual character of Tonio, 
writer and burgher, aristocrat and solid middle-class citizen, 
appealed to me, because I recognized in myself, to be sure, in 
a mild way, a kindred feeling. This feeling of sympathy made 
me want to read more books by Thomas Mann. 
When selecting a subject for a thesis in modern German 
literature, it seemed, then, quite natural for me to chose a 
man, toward whose writings I was particularly attracted and 
who has, since 1929, become more generally kno~vn to the read-
ing public of America, even though, for the most part, in 
translation. 
2. 
It is with much pleasure that I proceed to indicate in 
this thesis some of my findings and some of my reactions to-
ward tbe famous author and his works. 
B. Body or Development. 
1. 'I'he man himself as a background for his work. 
a. A short account of Thomas Mann's life. 
l. Special emphasis upon tendencies toward interest 
in 'the marked man." 
In treating the work of any writer, it seems necessary 
to have an understanding of the man himself, his parentage, 
his early training, and all the little things which have had 
instinctively a part in determining the current of his later 
thoughts and of his work. And so, first of all, I shall jot 
dovm important facts of my author's life, relying for my ln-
formation, for the mos t part, upon his own writings and upon 
s rthur Eloesser's recent book, uThomas JYiann, Sein Leben und 
Sein Werk," an enthusiastic biography, published in 1925 in 
honor of Thomas Mann's fiftieth birthday. 
Thomas Mann was born in Lubeck on June 6, 1875. Thith-
er the Mann family had originally migrated from NUrnberg. 
Thomas Mann's great grandfather had been a grain merchant in 
the Hansa city and the business had been handed on to his de-
scendants. }rom Lttbeck Mann's grandfather had gone as conslli 
to the Netherlands. Bis own father had served the city as 
senator. ~rom his father's side, then, he inherited his 
burgher sympathies. To his mother, Julia Bruhn-Da-Silva, 
3. 
daughter of a German planter in Brazil and of a. Ureole of In-
dian-Portuguese mixture, he owed his musical, literary, ro-
mantic, dreamy, artistic nature. The confli ct between the 
matter-of-fact, business-like temperament of his father and 
the artistic temperament of his mother Nmnn distinguished 
early in himself. It puzzled him, caused him to meditate, 
and really colored his whole mental outlook. ·He has trans-
mitted this dual temperament to many of his characters and 
throughout his life he seems to have been studying particu-
larly the outsider, the Sanderling, the type of individu~l 
described by Professor Arthur Burkhard of Harvard as the 
"marked nan." * 
The childhood of Thomas Mann is an interesting study. 
In an essay call ed ''Kinderspiele," the author tells of his 
playthings . One which he prized greatly was a little shop 
with counter and scales, corn loft and sacks. He had also a 
complete knight's outfit with helmet, lance, and shield. 
This , however, delighted him far less than a real husar uni-
form which had been made especially for him at the tailor 's. 
Still he was not ardently interested in military equipment 
and felt no extraordinary pleasure in his collection of tin 
soldiers. On the other hand, he was very fond of his rock-
ing horse, which he named Achilles, thus registering his ap-
proval of the Greek legends which he had heard. ! fondness 
for animals and particularly for dogs awakened early in him. 
* P~~ - Vol. XLII I, No. 2, June 1928 
ttThomas 1V!ann 1s Treatment of the Marked Man" - Burkhard 
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He had a collection of toy dogs of papier-mache and porcelain. 
'l'his love for animals continued with him as is shown in ttHerr 
und Hund." A puppet theater, too, was a source of grant 
pleasure. This Thomas Mann refers to in connection with Han-
no Buddenbrook a.nd in the novelle nBajazzo." 
But toys were not absolutely necessary to his happiness. 
In his vivid imagination, he played many games without the 
assistance of material helps. It was very easy to arise in 
the morning a prince, and the game could be continued uninter-
rupted by instruction and the daily routine. Sometimes he 
pl ayed thus the part of Greek heroes or gods. Homer and Ver-
gil appealed to him at an age when other German children were 
devouring the Indian stories of Cooper. Mann says: "Ich 
hllpfte als Hermes mit papiernen FlHgelschuhen durch die Zim= 
mer, ich ba.lanzierte als Helios eine glanzgoldene Strahlenkro= 
ne auf dem ambrosischen Haupt, ich schleifte als Achilleus 
maine Schwester, die wohl oder Ubel Hektor da.rstellte, uner= 
bittlich dreimal um die Mauern von Ilion. Aber als Zeus stand 
ich auf einem kleinen, rotlackierten Tisch, der mir als G8tt= 
erburg diente, und vergebens tllrmten die 'l'i t anen den Pelion 
auf den Ossa , so grasslich blitzte ich mit einer rotan 
Pferdeleine, die obendrein mit Gl8ckchen benYht war. " * 
11homas Mann was brought up by women, one of whom, his 
nurse, is described in "Buddenbrooks" as Ida Jungmann. When 
* r'Kinderspiele " in".clede und .Antwortrr - Thomas Mann ( 390 ) 
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he entered school, it was hard for him to accustom himself to 
the masculine atmosphere. Be turned out to be a poor student. 
fhis was not a matter of too grave concern to his parents, 
since, according to plan, the older brother Heinrich was to 
be the scholar of the family, while Thomas was to t ake over 
the ancestral grain business, in the management of which a 
cultural education was not exceedingly necessary. Mann 
car r i ed away from his school life no very happy memories. 
Hi s bitterness is shown in his description of the schooling 
of Hanno Buddenbrook. In an essay, the title of which is 
nGegen das .Abi turientenexamen, rr he also expresses~ _ his dislike 
for Prussian school methods and especially J or the system of 
f inal examinations. Two sentences from the essay reveal 
t horoughly the tone of the whole. nDiese tagelange Schraub= 
marter, in der junge Leute, unter Anwendung schlafvertreiben-
der Mittel, sich als wandelnde EnzyklopUdien erweisen mUssen, 
dieses Examen, bei dem die Mehrzahl der Examinatoren durch= 
fallen wfirde, kann in seiner Inhumanitflt, sachlichen SchHd= 
lichkeit und ausgemachten Entbehrlichkeit nur aus Mangel an 
Sympathie mit der Jugend verteidigt warden. Wer die neun 
Kl assen des Gymnasiums durchlief, dem sollte man mit einem 
anerkennenden HMndedruck den Ausgang zur Hochschule freigeben 
und nicht noch ein halsbrecherisches Hindernis davorlegen." 
Mann does concede, however, that in the new Ge rman middle-
school the type of teRchers has improved from that described 
in 11Buddenbrooks." * 
* Gegen das Abiturientenexamen" in nRede und ilntwort n - P. 378 
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Beading had always fascinated Thomas Mann . He began 
with fairy stories and Greek legends. As he grew older, his 
mother read to him from ]ritz Reuter. Then he took up Schil-
ler whose "Don Carlos " became his favorite work. The poems 
of Heine he enjoyed and also G-o ethe's love poems. Finally, 
much later, he read "Werther" and other prose works of Goethe. 
Even as an Untersekundaner he produced, with some comrades, 
a magazine called 11Mona. tsschri f t ftlr Kunst, Literatur und 
Philosophie. II A poem, nzweimaliger .A.bschied," published in 
the magazine was l ater printed in the Leipzig uGesellschaft." 
'Then Thomas lkJ.a.nn was fifteen, his father died, the 
gra in business was disposed of, and his mother l ef t f or Mu-
nich. There in 1893 1l1homas Mann joined her. He obtained 
work wi t h a f ire-insurance company. .A t school he had read 
books beneath his desk. In the insurance office, a similar 
situat ion arose. nEr sass seine Pflichtstunden ab mit der 
Einteilung, dass er auf seinem Pult Formulare und unter sei= 
nem Pult an einer Novelle schrieb. 11 * The result was "Gefal= 
len n published in theut.Jesellschaft. n Then .Mann gave up the 
off ice and attended lect ures at the University of Munich with 
the idea of better fitting himself for his chosen pro f ession. 
He had, by now, determined to become a writer. 
i hen followed a year in Italy, a year which gave him 
ma terial for some of his later work. He took up his resi-
dence in Rome. 1.ehough exposed to the art of the Renaissance 
* Eloesser, rrThomas li.tann" - P. 49 
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in Italy, it is rather the classic which appeals to him. No 
pictures are particularly recorded in his works, but cla,'sic 
art is suggested by the beauty of the boy in "Tod in Venedig." 
While in Italy, Mann read and wrote. 1l1he result was some of 
his short stories and most of "Buddenbrooks." 
In 1900 the author began his year of military service 
which, however, terminated early. Since then he h&s lived 
in Munich • .lie became an editor of nsimplicissimus." In 
1905 he married Katja Pringsheim, daughter of a Munich Uni-
versity professor. Of the rest of his quiet life there is 
little to tell. His works speak for themselves. 
In conclusion, I wish to quote indirectly and in Eng-
lish from his essay, 71Im Spiegel,'' in which he mentions his 
inglorious school life, his half-hearted fire-insurance ex-
perience, his attendance at Munich University, his year in 
Italy, and his terminated military service. Rewarded proper-
ly, he should, he thinks, be squatting with other lost com-
rades in some anarchist club. But instead he has married a 
princess of a wife, v;hose father is a royal university pro-
fessor. He is master of a l~rge home with all modern Im-
provements situated in an excellent location. He has three 
maids and a Scottish shepherd dog. He wears almost exclu-
sively patent leather boots. He makes triumphal journeys, 
visits cities, invited by intellectual societies. In his 
native city he has won applause. His name is mentioned with 
uplifted brow. llis autograph is sought far. And why all 
8. 
this? He has not changed. He has just continued to dream, 
to read poetry, and to write. And for that he sits in glory. 
In his works he has always viewed the writer with extreme 
distrust. Indeed his astonishment at the honor society 
shows to the species wi l l never end. He knows what a writer 
is for he himself is one. To quote directly: uEin Dichter 
ist, kurz gesagt, ein auf allen ~ebieten ernsthafter TUtig= 
keit unbedingt unbrauchbarer, einzig auf Allotria bedachter, 
dem Staa te nicht nur nicht nfftzlicher, sondern sogar auf= 
sMssig gesinnter Kumpan, der nicht einmal sonderliche Ver= 
standesgaben zu besitzen braucht, sondern so l angsamen und 
unscharfen Geistes sein mag, wi e ich es immer gewesen bin,-
Ubr i gens ein innerlich kindischer, zur Ausschwei fung geneig= 
ter und in jedem Betrachte anrlichiger Scharlatan, der von der 
Gesellschaf t nichts anderes sollte zu gewMrtigen haben -
und im Grunde auch nichts anderes gewlirtigt - als stille 
Verachtung. Ta tsache aber ist, dass die Gesellschaft diesem 
lv1enschenschlage die 1H8glichkei t gew!fhrt, es in ihrer Mi tte 
zu Ansehn und htlchstem ';/ohlleben zu bringen. n * Such a 
situation is pro fitable and pleasant for 1l'homas Mann. Still 
it is not really proper. It must encourage vice and be a vex-
a tion to virtue. 
* "Im Spiegel 11 in uRede und Antwort '1 - P. 386, 387. 
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&. 'l'he novels. 
In discussing the writings of rl.'homas 11ann, I shall 
deal, first of all, with his novels~ 11Buddenbrooks,u nKonig= 
liche l:ioheit," and 11Der Za.uberberg.u 
l. 11Buddenbrooks." 
uBuddenbrooksn is rather rem~rkable, a long story 
involving many characters, vn1ich develop and grow old like 
real people. The fact that these personages are so real is, 
of course, the secret of the story•s charm. Little charac-
teristic phrases recurr, pet expressions and gestures repeat 
themselves as in actual life, and one is continually thrilled 
by the repetition. 
The theme of 11Buddenbrooksu is revealed in its 
subtitle, 11Verfall einer Familie.u The story of the Budden-
brooks is exceedingly autobiographic, for it parallels in 
many respects that of the Mqnn family. The ancestral grain 
business, the old Buddenbrook house, Ida Jungmann, the of-
fi cia l positions of succeeding Buddenbrooks .:.. all are based 
upon real history. The conclusion, the death of little 
Ha.nno, however, diverges from the actual. 
Three principal cha.racters stand out prominently, 
Christian, 'l'ony, and 1l1homas, whom we watch with interest to 
determine the part each will play in the decline of the f am-
ily. Christian proves to be a ne ' er-do -well, who is a tot al 
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loss so far as advancing the pres t i ge of the .6Ud(1snbrook 
name. 1l ony, after an early, frustrated love affair, tries 
by t wo different marri ages, both of which, however, prove 
Uilfortunate, to do her bit toward building up the influence 
of the ~uddenbrooks. Her first marriage to Herr urUnlich 
reminds some\vha t of the situation in J!bntane s "Effi Briest . " 
r.rhomas accomplishes the most for the f irm. He t skes over 
the business at his fat1:.er's death and does .his best to ·i n-
crease it, but he seems to be stru~~ling 2gainst fate. He 
adds to his capital by his marriflge to Gerda Arnoldsen, a 
former school friend of Tony, whom he rea.lly loves. She , 
even in her school days, is somewhat apart, musical, di ffer-
ent, a feminine type of the marked man. ~1omas says of his 
wife: "Dass Ubrigens auch Gerda Temperament besitzt, das be= 
weist wahrhaftig ihr Geigenspiel; aber sie ka.nn manchmal ein 
bisschen knlt sein •.• Kurz, es ist nicht der gewahnliche 
Massstab an s ie zu legen. Sie ist eine Kllns t lernatur, ein ei= 
genBrtiges, r!ftselha f tes, entzllckendes Gesch8pf. 11 * Even in 
the supposedly prosaic Thomas, we ha.ve felt earlier in the 
book a ·tendency toward literature and away from bus iness, 
though he keeps steadily on in his ancestral calling . This 
marriage of his shows the attraction wh ich literature and 
mus ic have for him. Yet he cannot enter fully into the feel-
ings of his t alented wife nor understand his little son and 
must, after all, remain a burgher to the end. In the t wo , 
* nBuddenbrooks " - P. 384 
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Gerd~ and Thomas, we distinguish clearly the mo t her and fa-
ther of Thomas IVIann. 
The story is colored throughout by ~Phomas Mann's 
own personality. His great love for the sea is revealed 
in the e~eriences of Tony Buddenbrook and l a ter of little 
Hanno at Travemtlnde. Reaction of the North-German to the 
environment of Munich is shown through Tony's unh~ppy life 
there as Frnu Perm~neder. This is undoubtedly typical of 
Thomas Mann's ovm feeli ng toward Munich, before he has had 
time to adapt himsel t to his new surroundings. Perhaps To-
ny's words echo his own thoughts at this period. ".Akklima= 
tisieren? Nein, bei Leuten ohne Wtlrde, Moral, Ehrgeiz, Vor= 
nehmheit und Strenge, bei unsoignierten, unh8f1ichen und 
saloppen Leuten, bei Leuten, die zu gleicher Zeit trHge und 
leichtsinnig, dickblUtig und oberflMchlich sind .... bei 
solchen Leuten kann ich mich nicht akkl imatisieren." * 
Of especial interest to us is the boy Hanno Budden-
brook, who is partially Thomas Mann himself - at le~st, in 
his unhappy, painful school days, his fondness for Greek 
leg~nds, for music, and for the theater. The death of 
little Hanno not only terminates the history of a family in 
decline, but .is also characteristic of Thomas Nrnnn's theory, 
introduced into almost all of his works, that the mentally 
gi f ted are really diseased;,- not normal, and cannot survive. 
that only the average and commonpl ace can continue to exist. 
* "Buddenbrooks ri Vol. I. P. 491 
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2. "KBnigliche Hoheit." 
In the "Book Review Digest" for 1985, I came across 
the follo1.ving review of "Royal Highness, n taken from the 
nNew York Herald Tribunett:- "This novel is one of the dull-
est books it has ever been my bad fortune to toil through. 
The style is as tedious as the court life it is employed to 
depict. The argument is unconvincing and without interest.rr * 
One feels rather sorry for the reviewer and one 
wishes that the excellent background and sympathetic intro-
duction provided by l~rthur Eloesser's chapter upon "KCJnig-
liche Hoheit" might have been at the disposal of the critic 
before reading the book. 
Thonms w~nn leaves us 1n this novel with the happy 
feeling that all is well. The book contains two main char-
acters, Prince Klaus Heinrich and Imma Spoelmann, whose 
lives are joined in the happy conclusion. 
In reading the life story of Prince Klaus, one is 
reminded forcibly of Meyer=Forster's "Karl Heinrich.u This 
prince, too, had to live a life apart from the conm1on and 
ordinary, except for his brief humanizing residence at the 
University of Heidelberg. In the end, however, Karl Hein-
rich submits to his destiny, bearing in mind the words of 
his dying uncle, which might hlmost have been written by our 
author himself. "Die Ffirsten der Erde wolmen einsam auf 
* 11Book Heview Digest" f or 1925, from nNew York Herald Tribune" 
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; 
,, v ihren Thronen, eine nie zu fiberbruckende Kluf t trennt sie 
von allen andern, selbst von denen, die nach ~eburt und Rang 
als Diener dem Throne am nYchsten stehen. 'jnd sie sollen 
einsam bleiben, sie mllssen einsam bleiben, ~ darin liegt ihre 
schwerste Aufgabe, darin aber auch ihre Kraft . In einsamer 
H8he stehen, das ist das grosse Geheimnis der Gewalt!" * In 
a word , a prince or a king must, by virtue of his position, 
be a man apart from the common and ordinary. Again , then, 
we have Mann's favorite subject in a slightly different form. 
Yet underneath, we feel that , in Prince Klaus, the author is 
writing allegorically his Oiffll life story. 
In Imma Spoelmann, daughter of a German-American 
millionaire, we have, too, a person, who is apart from the 
multitude because of her father's wealth, who devotes her-
self to study to make up for this unavoidable apartness, who 
carries herself a little defiantly, haughtily, to conceal 
her unhappiness in her solitary state. 
By the love of Klaus and Imma and by their mar-
riage, the two are humanized. They feel a keener interest 
in the ki ngdom and a closer sympathy with its subjects. 
Klaus will, inspired by Imma, t ake up more enthusiastically 
the business of' ruling. Iiioreover, the mat erial comforts 
secured through Ir~'s wealth will add considerably to the 
prosperity of the kingdom. uEnde gut, alles gut!" 
On the surface, it seems only a pretty story. But 
* Meyer-F8rster, "Karl Heinrichn - P. 213, 214 
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if we look between the lines, . we find the life of our author, 
a man apart, different, music2.\l, as is shown by frequent 
re ferences to the opera , looking on at life, but not partak-
ing of it. This apartness, the sad fate of a vr.ci ter, is 
touched upon by ~~rtini, a poet in the story, who says:-
"Der Lebensgenuss ist uns verwe}lrt, streng verwehrt, wir ma-
chen uns kein Hehl daraus - und zwar ist dabei unter Lebens= 
genuss nicht nur das GlUck, sondern auch die Sorge, auch die 
Leidenschaft, kurz jede ernsthaftere Verbindung mit dem Le= 
ben zu verstehen. Die Darstellung des Lebens ni rrmt durchaus 
·alle KrHfte in Anspruch, zumal wenn diese Kr!ifte nicht eben 
Uberreichlich bemessen sind. Die Entsagung ist unser Pakt 
mit der Muse, auf ihr beruht unsere Kraft, unsere WUrde,. lind 
das Leben ist unser verbotener Garten, ~nsere grosse Versu= 
chung, der wir zuweilen, aber niemals zu·unserem rteil, unter= 
liegen."* How closely this description of a writer's destiny 
parallels t he earlier quoted words of Meyer-li'?jrster concern-
ing the fate of a prince! 
But to our author comes lo¥e. 11he little Imma of 
the story, to be sure somewhat transformed, is Katja Prings-
heim, who became Thomas Mann's bride. The whole book is 
theref ore really a paean of joy over the humanizing, ennobling 
effect of love upon one who, for long, has felt himself a 
Sanderling. Knowing the hidden meaning of the story one 
could not possibly regard the book as "dull.n 
* "KCJnigliche Hoheit" - P. 243 
lb. 
3. 11Der Zauberberg." 
"Der Zauberberg" is the deepest of the three nov-
els. In fact, it is so tremendous that one must 1 scre~ une's 
courage to the sticking-pl ace"*in order to dare even a feeble 
at tempt at analysis. 
Bef ore I started reading the book, I had heard 
many and varied comments upon it. I could not believe that 
a story which had its setting in a sanatorium for consump-
tives could, in any way, be interesting. Yet I found it, in 
the main, fascinating. Even now that considerable time has 
elapsed since my perusal of the book, my thought s a.re con-
stantly being drawn back to some striking character or sit-
uation. 11Der Zauberbergu requires much time in the reading, 
but it is time well invested. 
The plot, in brief, deals with an apparently aver-
age young man, Hans Castorp, who goes to Davos Sanatorium in 
Switzerland for a short visit to his cousin, Joachim Ziems-
sen, who is an inmate. But the young man•s visit is pro-
longed, because of his own illness - prolonged almost indef-
initely - until he is finally shaken out of his lethargy by 
the coming of the war. This, however, is a very meager out= 
line of the book. 
This novel gives opportunity for much meditation 
* Shakespeare, uMacbeth 11 - P. 39 
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because of the hidden underlying meaning and the varying 
possibilities of explanation. Hans Castorp may be any aver-
age young man, who, planning a career, with his future 
rather carefully mapped out for .him, through some trick of 
fate, gets side-tracked into a rut from which he perhaps 
never frees himself or is freed only by some mighty external 
jolt. "He ordinary mortals tend to follow the line of least 
resistance and, in order to shake us out of our rutty hum-
drum life, mighty jolts are indeed necessary. 
Another and deeper explanation of the symbolism 
might be given. Thomas Mann throughout his writings ela_bo-
rates his theory of the "ma.rked man," a person, above the 
average, apart from the ordinary and the commonplace, real-
ly, in a way diseased. In the "Za.uberberg" Thomas Mann 
uses perhaps figuratively, in place of the intellectually 
gifted upon the heights, a group of the physically diseased. 
These diseased patients, also on the heights, form a little 
circle, apart, different from ordinary mortals, and ~uickly 
forget the human contacts of the "Flatland." 
many nations from both the East and the West. 
They represent 
Each individ-
ual is engrossed in his ovrn pleasures and ailments, wa tching 
hi s o~~ fever chart, listening when necessary to the story 
of his neighbors' distresses, but concerned primarily with 
himself, mvare, to some extent, of the acuteness of the suf-
fering of the others, totally i~1orant of the deaths round 
about him, perha.ps not even fully conscious of his own se-
rious condition. Spabolically these people of various coun-
17. 
tries are perhaps the pre-war nations frittering away their 
time before the great disaster. To this diseased company 
comes the burgher, Hans Castorp, becomes tainted by the dis-
ease, and dallies on, even after he might be considered 
cured. Like Tonia Kr8ger, he is a. nburgher gone astray, u to 
be sure in a slightly different sense. _jJVentually, as we 
have said, the war recalls him to the uli1latland," to his 
earlier allegiance. Life triumphs over disease, death, or 
the spirit. 
In the novel many characters, of course, appear. 
Those of lesser importance, like people- whom we meet infre-
quently, do not win such a hold upon us. We notice little 
humorous details, superficial characteristics, but We do 
not attempt a thorough acquaintanceship. That is Thomas 
Mann 's plan. 
Several eharacters, however, stand out with great 
vividness. We lea.rn to know them within and without. Of 
these main characters Martin Havenstein says in his bi o ~'Ta­
phy of 'l1homas lv.tann, "Diese Gestalten sind indi viduell bis in 
die Haarwurzeln." * Seven persons , a. tt lucky" number, carry 
the plot of the story and attract , far the most part, our 
interest. 
0hief of these major characters is the hero, Hans 
Uastorp , whom Thoma s Mann emphatically calls a.n average 
* NJartin Ha.venstein, 11Thomas lViann 11 - P. 322. 
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young man. Yet, as one watches him, one notices tendencies 
away from the average. At the sanatorium he stands aloof, 
an observer with perhaps humanitarian instincts, but he is 
eventually dravm by his illness into the life common to the 
patients . 
In contrast to Hans Castorp is his cousin, Joachim 
Ziemssen, a patient almost against his will, who puts in his 
time at the sanatorium, performi~~ all the details of the 
treatment conscientiously vrith the one idea of a speedy re-
turn to the "Flatland.u In the society of the diseased he 
never forsakes his allegiance to the common, the ordinary. 
He dies a hero for his cause. 
Another character who dominates the book is the 
Italian Settembrini . He seems , first of all, to be a kind 
of warning conscience for Hans Castorp, and advises him 
aga inst 'drifting comfortably into the sanatorium life. Set-
tembrini is mentally gifted, an observer, yet, as shown by 
his advice to Hans, fully valuing the common and ordinary, 
in fact, humanitarian in his motives. He fights against his 
diseased condition or his tendency to become a marked man, 
returns again and again to the "Flatland," but is invariably 
drawn back to the "Heights." 
In contrast to Settembrini is Naphta . Martin 
Havenstein points out that 0ettembrini plus Naphta gives 
'lihomas Mann, or rather that the two represent the mental 
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conflict of the author. By frequent ar gument s each tries to 
win Hans Castorp to himself - Hans Castorp, who really, i n 
the l as t analysis, typifies Thomas Mann. 
A striking character is Hofrat Behrens, the com-
mander-in-chief on the 11Heights,u who has himself been a vic-
tim of the disease. He realizes fully the futility of a 
· cure in most cases, and the insignificance of this rarified 
life, but he coddles the inmates, makes their l ast days aa 
comfortable as possible, and smiles ironically at each at -
tempt to improve upon or break away from his treatment . 
My discussion of characters becomes too long . Of 
the l ast two major personages ~~dame Chauchat represents the 
love· element in the story. She it is who renders it easy 
for Hans Uastorp to resign himself to sana tori mn life. 
Though he 1;1.lmost never speaks to her, he is fully conscious 
of her presence and influence. She typi f ies t he attraction 
of the East for the West. With her on her ill st return to 
Davos comes , Mynheer Peepe rkorn, the seventh of umy" ma jor 
characters, for a time a serB-rival of H~ns Cas torp, i nfi-
nitely human, firm in his belief that "living" is the sole 
duty of man. 
Just as the sanat0rium atmosphere wins a hold upon 
Hans Castorp, so it does upon the reader. In this, nature 
plays an important part. One is impressed immedia tely by 
the ~~andeur of the mountains, by the varying weather. Ev-
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ery thing is topsy-turvy - snowstorms in summer and occasion-
al periods of heat in winter. Sanatorium life is different 
from life down below. But like Hans Uastorp one gra.dually 
takes the novel ties for granted. One is dravm into the book 
completely. And yet, when it is finished, one is not satis-
fied. One feels the necessity of returning to it again. 
So much has been left behind, not fully comprehendedi In 
that lies the greatness o:f the book. It is much too va.st to 
be understood in its entirety by a single reading. 
Thomas W~nn's novellen a.re all, I think, carefully 
polished gems - diamonds, emeralds, rubies - each a different 
gem, but each a. thing of excellence. Just as, in looking a. t a 
precious stone, one does not think of the efi ort expended to 
secure its perf ect ion, so, too, in reading il1homas tilann' s no-
vellen, one is not acutely aware of the careful workmanship, 
but it is there, if one wishes to t ake the trouble to ana-
lyze. ';:lhat I mean to say is that Mann 1 s novellen give the 
impression of unconscious rather than labored perfection, 
even though one realizes that much deep thought has gone into 
yhe making of them. 
Since it would be impossible for me to discuss all the 
st ories, I have selected seven that impressed me as being 
outstanding. I have not attempted to arrange them chronolo~ 
ically, but have chosen them ra.ther in the order that I 
learned to know them. 
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l. 1'Tonio Krtfger." 
J!'irst of ~11, then, I shall w-rite about uTonio KrtJger.n 
Just as I am glad that I began my acqu~intance with our na-
tional capital by viewing it from the Washington monument 
and so getting my bearings before commencing my detailed ex-
plorations, so I am glad that I started my study of Thomas 
1Ytann 's writings with nTonio Kr8ger," the diamond of the no-
vellen, for to me 'l1onio, more than any other character, typ-
ifies the author himself. 
'l'he wistful 'ronio, child of a respected burgher fa-
ther and of a sensitive, temperamental, musical mother, who 
has been brought by '.Ponio 1 s father to the practical Hansa 
city from somewhere south on the map, finds early in life 
that he is m~de up of two contradictory forces, which f i ght 
continually for supremacy - the dignified, respect able, 
painstaking, plodding,_ northern type, happy in its simple 
pleasures, and the thoughtful, versatile, irresponsible, 
but brilliant spirit of the south. 
'lhroughout his li fe is the ever-present, unsatisfied 
lo~sing to be like the blue-eyed, ordinary people, like 
Hans Hansen and Ingeborg tio lm, playmates of his youth. 
t hings which worry him never trouble them. Hans finds school 
tasks enjoyable, is thrilled by a riding lesson and horses, 
and , like Ingeborg, delights in dancing, but he is not inter-
ested in uDo·n Carlos.'' 'TOnio, on the other hand, is bored 
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by home study, prefers music, dreaming, and writing poetry, 
and is awlnvard in dancing, however much he tries to be like 
the rest. 
1;he writer personality, which does not fit itself 
readily to the comrnon mold, is early indicated. Tonio is 
destined to be a "marked man," an observer and chronicler of 
life, apart from it, or if he participates at times to gain 
experiences common to all, forced by his inner nature to re-
tire to himself again and continue his chronicles. 
1nstinct draws him t'o the South - to lliiunich. There to 
Slavic Lisaweta Iwanowna, on a day when the spring has 
stirred his emotions, he delivers a harangue about authors 
and artists in general. On his way to Lisaweta he has met a 
novelist, who, overpowered by the effect of spring , is hurry-
ing to a caf~ to counteract the influence, if possible. He, 
unlike fhomas l~inn, represents the social type, which gets 
ideas and inspiration by miij.gling with the crowd. Perhaps 
Tonio should have gone with him, or, better still, have t aken 
a wal k, a diversion more in keeping with Mann's nature, but 
he goes to Lisaweta instead and frees his mind to her. It is 
really Thomas W~nn who speaks. 
Writers, it seems, are destined to stand apart from 
the pleasure of other mortals. As soon as they begi n to 
participate, they sacrifice their time for reflection and for 
the crystallization of ideas. As soon as their feelings are 
aroused, they lose the calm, cool, dispassionate power of ob-
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servation so vital to their success. This is Mann's central 
thought. ·ronio elaborates it and mulls it over. ·\Thy should 
t his all be so? Why must he be so uncomfortable with those 
blue -eyed ordinary people and yet long so ardently to be one 
with them? He is greatly shocked when Lisaweta, who is not 
blue-eyed and evidently not ordinary, tells him that it is 
because he is really a burgher, - a burgher, who has gone 
astray. 
Soon the call of t he burgher, of the Nor th , of t he 
sea, which is in his blood, causes him to go back to his old 
home and from there to Denmark to mingle with the kind of 
people from whom he has wandered away, with the h~ns Hansens 
and Ingeborg Holms. Experiences similar to those of his 
youth occur. ~rom Denmark he writes to Lisaweta the results 
of his journey. I quote with a few omissions the conclusion 
of the letter. 
11Ich stehe zwischen zwei Welten, bin in keiner daheim 
und babe es infolgeElessen ein wenig schwer. Ihr Kffnstler 
nennt mich einen HHrger, und die BUrger sind versucht, mich 
zu verhaften ..• ich weiss nicht, was von beiden mich bitter-
er krMnkt. Die Bffrger sind dmmn; ihr Anbeter der SchBnheit 
aber, die ihr mich phlegmatisch und ohne Sehnsucht heisst, 
solltet bedenken, dass es ein KUnstlertum gibt, so tie£, so 
von Anbeginn und ~chicksals wegen, dass keine Sehnsucht ihm 
sUsser und empfindenswerter erscheint, als die nach den Won-
nen der Gew8hnlichkeit. 
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'
1 lch bevvundere die Stolzen und Kaltan, die auf den 
Pfaden der grossen, der d!tmonischen Schonheit abenteuern und 
den ' Menschen' verachten, - a.ber ich beneide sie nicht. Denn 
wenn irgend etwas imstande ist, aus einem Literaten einen 
Dichter zu machen, so ist es diese meine Btlrgerliebe zum 
Menschlichen, Lebendigen und Gew8hnlichen. .Alle mlrme, alle 
Gllte, aller Humor kommt aus ihr, und fast will mir scheinen, 
als sei sie jene Liebe selbst, von der geschrieben~ steht, 
dass einer mit Me nschen= und Engelszungen reden kBnne und 
~hne sie doch nur ein tonendes Erz und eine klingende Schelle 
se1 ........ 
"Ich schaue in e1ne ungeborene und schemenha f te 11[el t 
hinein, die geordne t und. gebi ldet 'Sein will, ich sehe in ein 
G-ewimmel von Schatten menschlicher Gestalten, die mir winken, 
dass ich sie banns und erl8se: tragische und l §cher1iche 
und solche, die beides zugleich sind, - und diesen bin ich 
sehr zugetan . Aber meine tiefste und verstohlenste 1iebe 
geh8rt den Blonden und BlauNugigen, den hellen Lebendigen, 
den Glllcklichen, LiebenswUrdigen und GewBhnlichen.n * 
So we have Tanio at last, realizing his fate, resigneq 
to it, inclined toward the cold, the beautiful, the tragic, 
and the ridiculous, but proud of his burgher affection for 
the human, the living, the ordinary. 
"' "Tonia Kr8ger" - P. 120 , 121, 122 . 
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2. ri r ristan. u 
tiere a.g~in is a novelle dealing with a wr iter, but 
with one who seems not, like ; ·onio Kr8ger, to be interes ted 
in bringing himself into harmony with the human, living, and 
ordinary, but rather in drawing the human away from itself 
into a more exalted realm. To be sure, the boy Tanio does 
make such an attempt , slight and ineffectual as .it is, when 
he tries to induce Hans to read "Don Uarlos, u but as Tanio 
grows older he is more concerned with getting hi mself into 
the magic circle of the blue-eyed . 
iiot so lierr Spinell, the writer in this s t ory. Here 
it is not a burgher who has gone astray, but, i n Herr Spi-
nell's opinion at least, the t alented Gabriele Eckhof, who 
has given up her music to marry the co!DI:1on, very human Herr 
Kll:Jterjahn and t o become the mother of little Anton, a lusty ; , 
heal thy child, who will evidently g-row up t o follow in his 
fa t heris footsteps. All would have been well, had not a.n 
illness, anxiously belittled by her husband, brought ~Tau 
KHfterjahn to the Sanatorium Einfried, where .L1err Spinell is 
staying, not so much a.s a patient, but r a ther as an observer . 
The writer is attracted to her as she is to him. At 
least, in her leisure moments - and here in the sanatorium 
she has many - she muses upon him and his remarks. He is 
hi ghly i ndignant that she has sacri f iced her musical calling 
• 
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and her health for this commonpl ace marriage, as he considers 
it. 
Vie have, then, herr Spinell placed in opposition to 
Herr .t:Cl8terjahn and little lcinton, trying to dr~w :Brau KlBter-
jahn away from the ordinary and the human to the spher e of 
the cool, the beautiful, the tragic, and at times the ridicu-
lous. J:ie feels called upon to write a reprimand to the hus-
b8nd , sketching Fr liulein Eckhof s girlhood and brilliant mu-
sical prospects and censuring Herr Kl8terj ahn for inducing 
her to give up all this and become his wife. Herr Spi nell 
adds also th~. t he hates J:Ierr J{l(j terj ahn, his child, and the 
ri di culous but triumphant life ~.' he , represents;.: He does not 
seem to realize that up to the time of his meddling interfer-
ence, this commonpl ace marriage has been a very happy one. 
the beautiful, uplifting music of "Tristan, 11 which 
frau KlBterjahn pl ays at the request of Herr Spinell, hast-
ens the tragedy, her own d~ath, which occurs while her hus-
band is indignantly denouncing the bewilderedly listening 
Herr Spinell for his cowardly and uncalled-for let t er. One 
sees Herr Spinell almost as a naughty child, who unthinking-
ly or with the best intentions in the world, has caused a 
di r e cat astrophe. 
After the tragedy occurs, Herr Spinell goes for a 
walk to rearrange and calm his disordered thoughts. The 
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twittering of the birds, the ga rden with its pavilions and 
foliaged paths, the setting sun, the splendor of the heavens 
move Herr Spinell not at all. But suddenly ridiculous, hate-
ful life arouses him and s'tages a triumph in the person of 
robust little Anton KI8terjahn, who, . with almos t no warning, 
l augns out and screams merrily into Herr Spinell's agitated 
thoughts. This Herr Spinell cannot bear. He turns and 
goes away , trying carefully to conceal by his hesitating 
step what is in reality a fli ght. 
this novelle, it seems to me, represents symbolically 
the tragedy which may occur, if a passive dreamer and observ-
er tries to mix himself into reali t ies, that he does not un-
derstand. Indirectly it is, after all, a plea for the hmnan 
and the ordinary. 
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3. 11Unordnung und frllhes Leid. 11 
This novelle departs somewhat from the theme of "the 
ma. rked man" and the outsider, from a Tanio who l ongs to be 
a t one with the blue-eyed and the ordinary and from a Herr 
Spinell who looks down upon the ordinary and the commonplace. 
Ra ther in this story we are shown, for the most part, the 
usual and the human. 
It is a professor's home in post-war Germany to which 
we are introduced, in reality, to the author's o1vn f am ily. 
Her e a new light is thrown upon Thomas Mann, a Thomas Mann 
who is a keen and quizzical observer of children, for, of 
cour se, it is he who is the professor of our story . 
Though the marked :rm n is kept in the ba.ckground, he 
is really unobtrusively here in the person of t he professor 
himself, who during the party of the young people at his 
home keeps aloof, only appearing now and then as a matter of 
form and courtesy. He "cannot find himself right" in the 
merry chatter and amusements of the youthful guests . Tonio 
again ' , ::J • 
In another way, too, the professor reminds us of Tonia 
Kr8ger. 1Vhen Lorchen, his little daughter, after following 
in the dance the "shoving" Max Hergesell and his partner , 
carried away by her enjoyment, refuses to let herself be 
taken into her father's arms, he is painfully stirred. For 
the moment he hates the festivity which separates lrim from 
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his darling, just as 'ronio j e~lously regrets t he arrival of 
Erwin Jimmerthal and the interruption of his wal k with Hans. 
But when Lorchen l ater in her bed, after having been per-
mitted a short dance with Hergesell, weeps incessantly be-
cause .Max is not her brother, the father feels a bit of joy 
once more that she clings to him and does not draw away . 
Such a joy was Tonio's perhaps when Hans, as he and Tonio 
continued alone their interrupted walk, said emphatically, 
ui can not stand Jimmerthal . 11 * Lorchen ' s childish grief is 
cal med when Herg~sell comes to say good-night to his little 
dancing partner and by morning this "early sufferi ng" i s 
erased f rom her mind. But with the professor the pang and 
suffer ing of the previous night is not so easily removed. 
Thomas M8nn gives, in his description of t he party, a 
very clear picture of young Germany. One might well be in a 
group of Americans of the same age, except that in their case 
t he party would be less likely to occur in a private home. 
The interests of the young people center about the victr ola , 
the dance, the movies, folksong~ and popular tunes, telephone 
calls, and golf. The professor's seventeen year old son de-
sires to be a Kellner or else a restaurant dancer. The 
daughter Ingrid, eighteen years of age, favors the stage as 
career. Little Beisser, the mother is favorite, and Lorchen 
are as yet too young to be thinking of future occupations. 
Thomas Mann gives us also in this story an idea of 
* "Tonio Kr8gern - P. 20. 
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living conditions, for a time, in Germ~ny after the war. 
1l'he limitation of certain foods - five eggs a week to one 
household, the careful scheming of the house wife, the two 
older children, and the servant Xaver to secure at least 
twenty, remind us of America and the sugar shortage. The 
professor drinks his "Achtta.usend-Mark-Dllnnbier." He has 
kept, by virtue of his professor's salary, the telephone 
and, better than that, the vill~, built before the war, a 
really comfortable home, but now somewhat out of repair, the 
life frame of the higher middle-class of pre-war days, in 
which they now live in a manner no longer appropriate to the 
house, that is, poorly and with difficulty, with worn and 
turned clothes. .Hbr the party the professor would like, 
after the Italian salad and the dark bread sandwiches, some-
thing tart-like, but that would be too extravagant and the 
young people would hardly expect it. 
So in the midst of restricted conditions, the profes-
sors family "carries on" with its parties and its own pri-
vate amusements, laughing at all the humorous little inci-
dents of daily life, "denn auch in diesen Zei ten muss man 
lachen, wenn etwa.s komisch ist,u * a cheerful little snap-
shot of courage under depressing and difficult circumstances, 
a true lesson to us of America in our present crisis. 
* "Unordnung und frfihes Leid" - P. 19. 
j 
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4. "Mario und der ~auberer." 
"Ein tragisches Heiseerlebnis H is the subtitle of this 
story. Knowing that much of Thomas Mann's work is at least 
semi-autobiographical, one wonders a bit how far the facts of 
this novelle are based upon experiences and where the devia-
tion from the real to the imaginary begins. 
Here we meet one of Thomas Mann's most unique charac-
ters, Cipolla, a man far removed from the human and ordinary 
ideal of Tonia Kr8ger. He is a humpback, not, however, one 
to draw our sympathy and pity, like little Herr Friedemann, 
whom I shall mention later, but, on .the conh~ary, a repulsive 
individual, a hypno~ist, who unrelentingly and with malicious 
delight exerts his will upon his audience. He is so careful-
ly drawn, so clear cut, so strikingly different, that even 
though he fills us with repugnance:·: by his heckling ways, we 
can never forget him. It is as if we had been present and 
had watched events in person. 
Hypnotism is in the air at the start. The good par-
ents of the story with their two children are staying· at an 
Italian resort in the height of the season. Some unknown 
force, perhaps the southern summer, perhaps merely inertia, 
holds them there long after they should have departed. 
1Then the performance of a magician is annoup.ced, the 
parents yield, somewhat against their better judgment, to the 
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pleadings of the children to be allowed to see this celebrity. 
Or possibly it is the lure of the weird, the fantastic, and 
the mysterious, which draws them on, a hypnotic something , 
which they cannot resist. 
1'he exhi bi ti on does not start at the scheduled time. 
0i polla fails to appear. Long ago the children should have 
been tucked into bed. But the parents continue to delay 
their departure. Throughout the lengthy evening they feel 
prickings of conscience and realize that it is their duty 
toward the little ones to leave, but some peculiar, magnetic 
power compels them to stay on. 
The delayed appearance of the magici~n, his sudden ef-
fective entrance, followed by his deliber ation in going into 
action, when once arrived, his unprepossessing fig~e, the 
temporary hostility of some in the audience, Cipolla's dra-
matic and hypnotic power and his method of getting ascendan-
cy over the spectators - all this is very vividly portrayed. 
We readers have, like some of those present, an uncanny, 
anxious feeling. 
When Cipolla, strong in the realization of his influ-
ence, forces Signora Angiolieri, the hotel proprietor's wife 
to walk about at his bidding, much to her husband' s distress, 
we feel that the hypnotist has gone too far. At his words, 
"Main Herr, hier ist Ihre Gemahlin. Unversehrt, nebst meinen 
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Komplimenten, liefere ich sie in Ihre mfnde zuruck," * one is 
definitely reminded of ~~ule, the carpenter, in Hawthorne's 
"House of Seven Gablesrr when, having hypnotized Alice Pyn-
cheon, he says to her father, uyour daught.ert Why, she is 
fairly mine! Nevertheless, not to be too hard with fair Mis-
tress .Alice, I leave her in your keeping." ** 
Then comes the last gruesome incident. The passively 
watching waiter Mario is called upon the stage. Cipolla 
cruelly ridicules Mario's love for his sweetheart, forces 
Y~rio to think that he, Cipolla, is the girl, and requires the 
fatal kiss which leads to the magician s death at the hands 
of Mario. Yet we feel sincerely that justice has been meeted 
out. A person, so filled with scorn, so disdainful, so out 
of sympathy with the ordinary, the living, and the human, 
has no place with us other mortals. The marked man, the out-
sider, is removed. As little Anton with shrill childish 
laughter triumphs over Herr Spinell, so Mario triumphs over 
Cipolla~ so life, the commonplace, triumphs over the unique, 
the different. Aga in Mann's favorite theory has been placed 
before us and we can almost see him writing at the conclusion 
the geometrical abbreviation, Q.E.D. 
* urvra.rio und der Zauberern - P. 115 
**Hawthorne - ttHouse of Seven Gables.n- P. 248. 
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5. uHerr und Hund." 
This story is entirely different from others by Thomas 
.Mann . In it there is no conflict of the ttrnarked man,u no ref-
erence to aristocr&t or burgher, except by way of contrasting 
an aristocratic predecessor with plebeian, .unpedigreed Bau-
schan, the dog hero of the story. The reader is given a dif-
ferent viewpoint of Thomas I~nn - a very pleasant viewpoint 
of an author who for his recreation turns to nature, to the 
great out-of-doors, and to his faithful friend and comrade, 
the nondescript~ but highly entertaining Bauschan. 
and Thomas Mann knows his companion thoroughly. His 
descriptions caused me to think continually of my own good 
collie, a former attendant on just such walks through woods 
and by water, only, in my case, the water was a pond, not a 
r1ver. The description of Bauschan's patient waiting- a 
li fe made up of waiting for the next ramble - was so typical, 
his disappointment so keen, when the master was busy and 
could not walk with him or must go to the city where Bauschan 
could not follow, that I saw my beloved 1ritz's reproachful 
eyes, when I should have been visualizing Bauschan s. 
Herein lies, I think, one of Thomas Mann•s particular 
charms -his ability to cast a romantic gleam about humble, 
ordinary experiences such as are peculiar to us all, and the 
power to make them exceedingly readable. No one who has ever 
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gone strolling with his dog can fail to be enthusiastic over 
'
1Herr und Hund. rr 
Oertain pictures from the whole st~nd out with m~rked 
vividness: the f irst meeting with the unkempt ~auschan ~ t the 
mount ain inn; the incident of the sheep who persisted in 
joini~g Bauschan in his walk and only by stratagem was re-
turned in safety to his stable; the scene near the f erry house 
with the master on the bench, watching the ferry tr~ ffic, the 
ferryman s beplumaged cock perched on the back of the bench, 
and the good Bauschan resting in his favorite pl ace upon his 
master 7s foot; the anim~l clinic with its indifferent, sad-
dened occupants, including Bauschan, who could not at all un-
derstand the reason for such enforced i mprisonment; and lastly 
the various hunting or semi -hunting scenes, in which exercise,. 
not the booty itself, was the main objective. 
As a fitting setting for the r ambles, we are introduced 
to the minutely described parkland, divided, like all Gaul, 
into three parts, "the region of the river ~nd its immediate 
bank on the one side, the region of the slope on the other, 
and the wood region in the midst. u * Perhaps some who read 
simply for story or incidents ma.y object to the inclusion of 
such a detailed description. Perhaps Tho~qs Mann himself 
doubted the wisdom of it. At any rate, he says almost apolo-
* "Herr und Hundu in "Novellen, Band IL" - P. 277 
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getically: "Ich bin der Landschaft anhMnglich und dankbar, da-
rum ha.be ich sie beschrieben. Sie ist mein Park und meine 
Einsamkei t: meine Gedan..ken und Tr!fume sind mit ihren Bildern 
vermischt und verwachsen, vne das Laub ihrer Schlingpflanzen 
mit dem ihrer Baume."* To me, however, the 'fncl usion needs no 
apology . Rather, I rejoice, since thereby we are shown Thomas 
Mann as a keen observer of nature. 
From this book we learn that Thomas I~1nn, like so many 
authors, must have a "withdrawing room,"**where he can recre-
at e himself. or this he chooses the great --out-of- doors ,. 
and there in soli tude or attended only by his fai thful Bau• 
schan he gains renewed strength for further vigorous mental 
effort. 
* "Herr und Hund" 1n "Novellen, Band IIn - P. 301 
** Thoreau - "Walden" P. 157 
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6. "Der kleine Herr ]riedemann.rr 
This is aga in a tragic story of a marked man, this time, 
however, not a vniter or an artist, but a little hQmpback, de-
formed since a fa tul fall in infancy, but in spite of deformi-
ty, a person of calm resignation, passively happy in the de-
lights which books and music afford. Of love he has given up 
al l thought. Then, after his thirtieth birthday, an officer 
and his wife, uerda, take up their residence in the town • . 
Unwillingly little Herr Friedemann is attracted to the woman. 
He struggles against his .infatuation and, scorned by her, he 
rather awkwardly and pathetically drowns himself in the river~ J<!Y" 
whose shore they have been sitting together. Again a triumph 
for the commonplace! 
This is one of the earliest of the novellen, 1897, but 
it is, I think, artistically r ather perfect. I like especial-
ly t he tiny nature descriptions, which are inserted at tell-
ing moments. Following the performance of an opera , during 
which Herr Friedemann occupies the same box with Gerda' and 
her husband, the poor little mgn passes an uneasy night and 
awakens early from a troubled doze. But gradually a feeling 
of peace and confidence comes over .him, to which nature seems 
at tune. 'l1he birds twitter. The sky is -shining blue. And 
again, after Herr Friedemann's slight breakfast, from which 
he gains further strength and faith in his power of resis-
tance, re ference is made to the twittering of the birds and 
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the blue of the heavens. Later, as he sits upon a bench by 
t he riverside, whither he had arrived in his wal k af ter a 
call upon Gerda, he resolves to let fate t ake its course. 
Round about, the birds still twitter and above a heavy, vel-
vet-blue heaven gleams. In the garden on the l ast night 
when he walks with Gerda , the chirping of the crickets t akes 
the place of the twittering of the birds. Final ly, after 
the tragic-pathetic moment when Herr Friedemann crawls par-
tially into the water to drown, we read these lines, tremen-
dously impressive under the circumstances: "Bei dem Auf= 
kl atschen des i assers waren die Grillen einen Augenblick 
verstummt. Nun setzte ihr Zirpen wieder ein, der Park 
r auschte leise auf, und durch die l ange Allee herunter klang 
ged!fmpftes Lachen." * 
The story in itself is perhaps not so unusual, but 
the style, the careful carving out of incidents and descrip-
ti ons, yet in such simple l anguage, makes the whole stand out 
in one ~ s mem_ory with great vividness. 
* "Der kleine Herr .Fr i edemann . " in 1Novellen, Band I ,n - P. 38 
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'1 . 11Der Tod in Venedig." 
At the beginning of "Der Tod in Venedig," the autobio-
graphical note is strong, somewhat changed from the actual, 
to be sure, but one can easily read between the lines the 
experiences and opinions of Thomas Mann. 
l1he hero, Gustav Aschenbach, son of a law official of 
Silesia and of a Bohemian musician s daughter, his reputation 
fully made, must live up to the high standard of writing 
which he has set for himself. This is no easy task. It re-
quires discipline. It is necessary to work carefully 1n 
short daily periods upon many individual inspirations, per~ 
sistently and tenaciously, to produce the smooth flowing 
whole which his readers admire and suppose so comfortably and 
so quickly secured. Aschenbach has taken for himself not 
much time for relaxation and travel, but suddenly he feels 
that he needs variety, change. He settles upon Italy and fi-
nally upon Venice as his destination. 
Arrived in Venice, he needs a gondolier to t Qke him to 
his hotel. The peculiar person whom he hires follows a cir-
cuitous route to reach his goal. But the seat of the gondola 
is comfortable. An enchantment of laziness seems to go out 
from the low-backed upholstered armchair, so gently rocked 
by the oar-strokes of the self-willed gondolier. .Aschenbach 
experiences much the same feeling which Hans Castorp has in 
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in his balcony chair at Davos Sanatorium. 'l1he charm of 
Venice begins to work upon him. 
Never has he given way to his emotions, but has kept 
himself cooly aloof from li fe in order to be able to study it 
objectively. But here in Venice a. change t akes place in him. 
Hi s interest in a handsome little Polish lad at the hotel, 
who can be frequently seen playing upon the beach, causes 
Aschenbach to prolong his stay in spite of a fat al plague, 
which has broken out. 
It is a peculiar infatuation which he has for the 
child, to whom he hardly speaks at any time. It reminds one 
to a certain extent of Hans Castorp and Madame Chauchat. The 
fascination, in this case, comes from the remarkable beauty 
of the boy, which continually forces Aschenbach to think of 
a piece of Greek sculpture. usein Antlitz, bleich und anmu-
tig verschlossen, von honigfa.rbenem Ha.ar umringelt, mit der 
"' gerade abgefallenden Na.se, dem lieblichen Munde, d~~ Ausdruck -~ 
von holdem und g8ttlicbem Ernst, erinnerte an griechische 
Bildwerke aus edelster Zeit, und bei reinster Vollendung der 
J:i;orm war es von so einmalig persBnlichem Beiz, dass der 
Schauende weder in Natur noch bildender Kunst etwa !funlich 
GeglUcktes angetroffen zu haben glaubte." * 
* "Der 'rod in Venedig" in nNovellen, Band I I" - P. 381 
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In 11Der t od in Venedig" one realizes especially how 
much ~fihomas l!iJ.ann has interested himself in Gre ek legends and 
mythology. Many are the classic references which appear . 
ii1i ttle Phaeacian" * Aschenbach calls the boy, and speaks of 
"the head of Eros of Parian marble. 11 * * Mention is also made 
of the Elysian fields, Socrates, Phaedrus, Zeus, Semele, Orion, 
the steeds of Poseidon, Hyacinthus, Narcissus, and others~ and 
a wild, bacchic dance is introduced into a dream of Aschen-
bach's. One especially striking sentence is the following: 
"Nun lenkte Tag fUr Tag der Gott mit den hi tzigen \mngen 
nackend sein gluthauchendes Viergespann durch die RUume des 
Him11els, und sein gelbes ~elock flatterte im zugleich aus = 
stfirmenden Ostwind.u *** 
Love for the sea, particularly a writer 1s love for it, 
is well described in the following passage: "Er liebte das 
Meer aus tiefen GrUnden: aus dem Buheverlaneen des schwer 
arbeitenden Kffnstlers, der vor der anspruchsvollen Vielgestalt 
der Erscheinungen a.n der Brust des Einfachen, Ungeheuren sich 
zu bergen begehrt; aus einem verbotenen, seiner aufgabe ge= 
* "Der 'l'od in Venedigu in "Novellen, Band II" P. 385 
- P. 386 ** " II II If If 
~** " n II H 11 
- P. 402 
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rade entgegengesetzten und ebendarum verftll1rerischen Hange 
zum Ungegliederten, Masslosen, Ewi gen, zum Nichts. Am Voll= 
kommenen zu ruhen, ist die Sehnsucht dessen, der sich um das 
Vortreffliche mtiht; und ist nicht das Nichts eine ]'orm des 
Vollkommenen?" "' 
' . 
'l'hough the plague threatens, .Aschenbach tarries on t o 
fe ast his eyes upon the beauty of the boy. Thus the situa-
tion remains for a time. Then the author begins to feel ill. 
At this critical point, the approaclring departure of the Po-
lish family is announced. The last day Aschenbach retires to 
his post near the sea. He is an interested observer of a 
wrestling match between the boy and a playmate, and when the 
lad, beaten, wanders off in solitude by the shore, .- .Kschenbach 
ga zes after him fascinated. The boy is impelled to glance 
back. It seems almost a beckoning glance. The writer starts 
up as if to follow, but is overtaken by death. Again life 
and this time beauty has triumphed over the "marked man," 
over the intellectual. 
"Der 'l'od in Venedig'' in lfNovellen, Band ll" - P. 388 
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1. llJ:i'iorenza. n 
J.homas lVlmm seems not to have interested himself par-
t icularly in the writing of dramas. In this field "Fiorenza" 
is his only work. · t has been called by one critic,• not a 
drama , but rather a dramatic novelle, a characterisat ion 
whi ch seems to me very apt. 
In n.BJ.orenzatt I found less of Mann 's personality than 
i n any other of his works. Perhaps this is due to the hi s-
t oric basis of the piece. Yet the choice of subject, a t 
least, reflects Thomas Ivlann's particular interest , "the 
marked man," for certainly the fri ar Savonarola is decidedly 
unique and remote from the sympathies of his time, a veri-
table storm-center of protest against the ways of the Floren-
tines in general . 
There is something about Italy which has taken a close 
hold upon mallly of the great German writers . Thomas Mann is 
no exception to the rule. It has been stated that to mann 
the pleasure-loving, art-fostering Florence was, in a way, 
comparable to German Munich with its wealth of paint i ng and 
sculpture and its love for the beautiful. * At any rnte, the 
pomp and splendor of Florence at the time of the Medici f am-
ily, the luxury of the court as contrasted with the poverty 
of the masses, the rise to prominence of the obscure fr iar, 
* Eloesser 
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who, in his days of power, rails from the pulpit of San Marco 
at the extr~vag~nces of the wealthy and admonishes a return 
to Christ and simplicity of living - all this is vividly 
brought before us by the author. 
A personal, more intimate touch to the whole is se-
cured by the introduction of the beautiful Fiore, who really 
typifies the laxness of Lorenzo's court. She is singled out 
by the friar for special invectives because of her spectacu-
lar and irreverent fashion of appearing late at the cathe-
dral, and her skeptical manner of listening to the preaching. 
In telling the invalid Lorenzo of this affront, Fiore re-
veals her earlier connection with the fri ar in his youth, 
describes him as a moody, studious person, who interested 
himself not at all in the pursuits of his fellow young 
people, but who finally falls a prey to ~2ore's enticing 
· charms and, spurned by her, leaves his home abruptly and en-
ters a cloister from which his rise to prominence is specta-
cular, gigantic. 
The introduction of this unhistoric incident has been 
questioned by some. Arthur Eloesser, biographer of Mann, 
believes tht=t t it weakens the character of Savonarola to owe 
his rise to power and influence indirectly at least to an 
unhappy love affair, that his achievements should emanate 
from himself alone without the aid of an external force. 
To me it seems that the use of the incident makes Savonaro-
la's scorn of degenerate }~orence and its pleasure-seeking, 
licentious inhabitants all the more effective, just because 
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of the bitter personal t ouch unconsciously woven into his 
disapproval, the disapproval of a man who, but for a lucky 
chance, might have been dravm into the general whirlpool. 
It gives a double excuse for Savonarola 's vindictiveness. 
1ihe climax of the play is reached when, through the 
agency of Fiore, Savonarola comes to the palac9 . Effective 
is the meeting oJ the two opponents, the one, champion of 
beauty, the other, of Christ, rivals, each eager, but wi th 
such di fferent motives, for leadership in Florence. Lorenzo, 
si ck at heart· over his approaching, dreaded death, vmuld i n-
deed have spiritual help from the monk. Three t hings Savon-
arola insists upon: repentance, restoration of unjustly ac-
quired property, and lastly renunciation by ~orenzo of lead-
ership for his house in J:ilJ.orence. The l ast is too much. The 
patron of beauty flames up, demands the arrest of t he monk, 
and dies in his passion. At this dramatic moment news comes 
that the city is in revolt, fears for the safety of its 
priest, and demands to see Savonarola. ·. Look: ing down upon the 
corpse of Lorenzo, the monk says calmly, "Hier bin ich." * 
Then Fiore, evidently foreseeing the tragic fate of Savon&-
rola , utters the following impetuous words: "So hl:Jre dies! 
Steh ab! Das Feuer, das du entfachst, wird dich verzehren, 
dich selbst, lun dich zu reinigen und die Welt. von dir. Graut 
dir davor - steh ab! H8r' auf, zu wollen, statt das Nichts 
zu wollen~ Lass von der Macht! Entsa.ge! Sei ein Th18nch! " * 
* "Fiorenzan in "Novellen, Band II" - P. 225, 226. 
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But to her Savonarola replies simply, "Ich liebe das Feuer." * 
He will follow his fate to the end. Again life, the common-
place will triumph. 
Although uFiorenza." should perhaps not be classified 
as one of Mann's great works , it is nevertheless carefully 
plam1ed and carried out, and is ~ery effective in silent 
reading. To be sure, there is lack of action, such as is 
now demanded in a dra<matic piece, but the pageantry, costum-
ing, and elabor~teness of: sett ing would doubtless do much to 
make amends for such a l ack . From Arthur Eloesser we learn 
tha t "Fiorenza" was given in Munich and in Berlin without be-
ing especially impressive, but that, when it was later pro-
duced in Vienna in 1918, the words of Savonarola fell upon 
listening ears with particularly poignant power, in view of 
the terrible upheaval in Europe. So it is ·the mood of the 
audience whi ch makes or mars the success of a dramatic work, 
and that mood depends primarily upon external conditions. 
How truly this explains the fate of some of our venerable 
masterpieces in this scientific, mechanical age! And the 
pity of it is that we, in the nnidst of our many gains, do not 
rea.lize . the greatness of our loss. To one who can transport 
himself into the past to the time of Savonarola , Thomas 
Mann 1 s "Fiorenza" will certainly appeal~ 
* "Fiorenza" 1n "Novellen, Band II" - P. 226 
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d. The essays. _ . ~~_,...,· 
I have~f--~1oma s Mann's essays the following collec-
tions: "Betrachtungen e:li.nes Unpolitischen," "Rede und Ant-
wort, " "Bemfihungen, u and · nFo±:derung des .1'ages ~" 
clear idea of the versatility of 1~nn's culture. 
These give a 
In ~ddition 
to commemorative speeches, book reviews, and biographies, 
there are comments upon some of Thomas Mann's own works and 
many essays in which he gives us his ideas upon a variety of 
timely subjects. All are written in a very interesting , 
readable style, careful pieces of work, which show Mann's 
depth of thought. I shall, from each collection, select one 
or more essays for particular review or comment. 
l. nBetrachtungen ei nes Unpoli tischen." 
"Betrachtungen eines Unpolitischenu consists of a 
series of essays, in which Thomas Mann attempts a justifica-
tion of Germany's stand in the World War. The volume is al-
so, in part, a defence of the writer himself against his o\vn 
brother, Heinrich, who, Martin Havenstein asserts, is not at 
all a real German in sympathy.* 
The war phrase, nMake the world safe for Democracy," 
has evidently sounded in Thomas l~nn's ears. The following 
words concerning democracy and civilisation are of particu-
lar interest in explaining the theme of the book. "Der Un= 
terschied von Geist und Politik enthMlt den von Kultur und 
* l\JJ. . Havenstein - 11Thomas Mann, Der Dichter und Schriftstelleru 
P. 279 
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Zivilisation, von Seele und Gesellschaft, von Freiheit und 
Stimmrecht, von Kunst und Literatur; und Deutschtrun, das 
ist Kultur, Seale, Freiheit, Kunst und nicht Zivilisation, 
Gesellschaft, Stimrnrecht, Literatur."* By civilization Mann 
implies a certain standard of education and living, not so 
lofty but that the masses can aspire to it. Culture, on the 
other hand, is to· him of a much higher standard, less easily 
obtained by the more gifted few - a thing more individual. 
Mann further states: "Ich bekenne mich tief Hberzeugt, 
dass das deutsche Volk die politische Demokratie niemals wird 
lieben k8nnen, aus dem einfachen Grunde, wail es die Politik 
selbst nicht lieben kann, und dass der vielverschrieene 'Ob= 
rigkeitsstaat' die dem deutschen Volke angemessene, zukBmm= 
liche und von ihm im Grunde gewollte Staatsfor.m ist und 
bleibt. u** Later, to be sure, Thomas Mann writes "Von deutsch= 
er Republik" in a different vein. But at the time of the 
writing of the nBetrachtungen n he feels that Germany, a con-
sistently protesting nation, is making a defensive stand 
against a prenmture democracy - a democracy which may even-
tually come, but for which Germany is then in no wise dis-
posed or ready. 
In the chapter, uDer Zivilis~tionslitera.t,tt 1../Iann reg-
isters a protes t against German writers, like his brother, 
who lean in sympathy toward France and Democracy. The rad-
"Betrachtungen eines Unpolitischenu 
* 'Tliforredeu- P. XJ.:LV , X:XXVI ** "Vorreden XXXIV. 
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ical 1 literatn of Germany, so he thinks, belongs body and 
ooul to the Entente, to the imperium of civilization. urhr 
Pa.triotismus bekundet sich dergestalt, dass sie die Vorbe= 
dingung der Gr5sse, oder, wenn nicht der Gr8sse, so doch des 
:. Glt!okes und der Sch8nhei t ihres Landes nicht in seiner st8r= 
enden und Hass erregenden iBesonderheit,i" sondern, um es .zu 
wiederholen, in seiner bedingungslosen ·vereinigung mit der 
Welt der Zivilisat ion, der Literatur, dar herzerhebend und 
menschenwtlrdig rhetorischen Demokratie erblicken, - welche 
Welt durch die Unterwerfung Deutschlands in der Tat komplett 
wUrde: Ihr Reich wllre vollendet und umfassend, es g!ibe keine 
Opposition mebr gegen sie." * 
And yet, after all, Thomas Mann acknowledges, he has 
.!;... 
within himself some elements - p~rhaps literary -which would 
urge Germany toward this so-cal led progress. "Denn 1i teratur 
ist demokratisch und zivilisatorisch von Grund aus; richti= 
ger noch, sie ist dasselbe wie Demokrat ie und ZiviliS {"~.t ion . 
Und mein Schriftstellertum also wYre es, was mich den ' Fort= 
schritt' Deutschlands an meinem Teile - noch f8rdern liesse, 
indem ich ihn konservativ bek!impfen?" ** 
And with this semi-question we have again, uncertain 
and gToping, the dual character of Thom:ts Mann. 
"Betrachtungen eines Unpoli tis chen" 
* P. 18 ** P. XLVII - "Vorrede 11 
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2. nRede und Antwort. 11 
From this collection, which appeared in 1922 but of 
which the individual essays had been published at different 
times earlier, I have chosen several for particular consider-
ation. First of all, because it has become so widely knovnn 
and has been at times unfavorably criticized, I have selected 
"Fri edrich und die grosse Koalition . " This essay, which was 
printed at the beginning of the ~reat War, has as its sub-
title "Ein Abriss fUr den 'l1ag und die Stunde . u Though Mann 
makes no definite comparison, one feels, as one reads, that 
the au thor, by explaining or trying to justify the policy of 
Friedrich toward Silesia and toward Maria Theresa of Aus tria , 
is indirectly attempting to justify the procedure of Germt;lny's 
emperor at the beginning of the World War. 
The essay gives the author an opportunity to deal 
with his favorite subject, the marked man, for most certainly 
Friedrich is a man apart, destined by his dual nature to be 
a mystery, a riddle of history . Apparently a man of letters, 
he strays by accident of position into military life . But 
within him remains the literary-military conflict, and inter-
est i n literature and culture is not completely lost, as is 
conclusively proved by his patronage of Voltaire. 
1£homas Mann expla ins with much detail the turnover 1n 
alliances among the great powers of Europe, \nth newly risen 
Prussia acting as a kind of balance, until, due to the mach-
inations of Ka.unit z of Austria, who won France to the Haps-
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burg side, Friedrich finds himself alone, except for the 
assistance of war-engaged Engl and, face to face with the 
great coalition. 
~homas Mann says a great deal about Friedrich ' s pol-
icy against the coalition. Neither he nor history can prove 
which to consider it, aggressive or defensive. Mann admits 
that a rising power is alw-ays an aggressor against existing 
powers. Since, however, Prussia was really hemmed in by the 
intrigues of its opponents and in dang~r of annihilation, 
l~iedrich's policy might, in the last analysis, be considered 
defensive. Taken literally, since Friedrich, even though in 
defense, made the first move, the attack should be regarded 
as aggressive. Yet rei:illy, after all, one lone hand ag·ainst 
fiYe must necessarily be defensive. So Mann argues without 
reaching a conclusion and leaves as a last point on the side 
of a.ggressivemess the statement that the most despera te de-
fense saves itself necessarily by an attack. 
The violation of Saxony's neutrality Mann tries to 
justify on the ground that Saxony was not at heart neutral; 
that her sympathies were vrith Austria, but that she was 
afraid to admit her true feelings in the matter and r ather 
played up to her position of outraged neutrality. ·1Jhether, 
then~ the policy of Friedrich, aggressive or defensive ac-
cording to one's view, is just~fied or not, Thomas Mann gives 
us a very vivid picture of the great IIEn with his back, so to 
speak, against a wall, facing the combination of his enemies. 
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This statement by Mann is especially significant: 
1\ 
"Es gehBrt mehr Nerv d~zu, einer Ubermacht von Re chtsgeftfhl 
die Stirn zu bieten, als einer Hberlegenen Truppenmacht zu 
trotzen. ]riedrich musste sich sagen, dass, wenn er unter= 
lMge, der Hohn und die Freude der Welt grenzenlos sein wllr= 
den; dass ibm in diesem Falla nicht nur niemals Gerechtigkeit 
zuteil werden wtlrde, sondern dass er dann auch t a ts~chlich 
in Unrecht wfirde gewesen sein. Eben deshalb war as bitter 
n8tig, dass er siegte. Er war nicht im Recht, sofern Recht 
eine Konvention, das Urteil der Majorit§t, die Stimme der 
'Menschheit' ist. Sein Recht war das Recht der aufsteigenden 
Nlacht, ein problematisches, noch illegitimes, noch unerhlfr= l 
-· ... ·------~-- . 
tetes Recht, das erst zu erk§mpfen, zu schaffen war. Unter= 
lager, so war er der elendeste Abenteurer, 'un fou,' wie 
Ludwig von :Brankreich gesagt hatte." * 
Friedrich, by his high-handed beginning had aroused 
hatred for himself and for Prussia. Yet he persists in the 
course which he has wisely or unwisely begun, and g-.cadua.lly, 
because of his courage in the face of defeat and his gamy 
and persistent opposition to his enemies even in adversity, 
the public begins to watch him with more favor. He is re-
ferred to as rrder a.l te .l!ri tz." His own words seem to be 
confirmed: . nMan bezahlt einen SeiltMnzer, aber man gibt 
nichts ftir einen Menschen, der zu ebener Erde auf der Strasse 
geht, und es gibt Runm in der Welt nur fUr die, welche die 
grBssten Schwierigkeiten tiberwinden." ** 
"Jlriedrich und die grosse Koali ti on" in "Rede und Antwort" 
* P. 175 ** P. 179 
b3. 
And at last it seems that "fate" is won over by Frie-
drich's plucky efforts. Russia unexpectedly goes over to the 
side of Prussia. Then a few more victories and Jriedrich is 
secure in his position. He keeps Silesia . He loses not a 
single village. Prussia is intact, but at tremendous cost of 
money and troops. 
Mann concludes his essay by saying of Friedrich: "Er 
musste unrecht tun und ein Leben gegen den Gedm1ken fUhren, 
er durfte nicht Philosoph, sondern musste K8nig sein, damit 
eines grossen Volkes Erdensendung sich erfUlle." * 
.As I have said already, Thomas Mann has been criti-_' - - ~ 
cized for defending, under cover of Friedrich and the inva-
sion of Saxony, ·Gennany's position in the l ate war. It seems 
to me , however, that Mann is not really writing his own opin-
ion but is rather trying to see things through Friedrich's 
eyes. Tha t he attempts, in a way, a justification, makes me 
feel that he is trying to quell his own doubts and to cr• s -
tallize his own views in the matter. Yet the auth or i n· a I 
short essay called ncarlyles ' Friedrich'" states - "Ich machte 
meinen Helden so naturalistisch schlecht, dass die Arbeit 
patriotischen }.reunden im ersten Augenblick fUr unpublizier= 
bar galt.•* -~~ Perhaps what one might consider sympa thetic 
treatment of Friedrich is merely ironic. At any r ate the 
essay compels thought. 
• "Friedrich und die grosse Koali ti onn in "Rede und .Antwort"- 191 
'I' 
**ttCarlyles Friedrich'" i n'Rede und Antwortn-P. 193. 
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11Uber 'Fiorenza", also contnined in uRede und Ant-
wort,rr is a short letter to a Catholic newspaper, in which 
Thomas Mann answers the criticism that he is anti-catholic 
and that he has, in "Fiorenza,'' written a glorification of 
the Renaissance. Mlnn states emphatically that his hero is 
not Lorenzo, but Savonarola , and that though his hero appears 
not until the end of the piece, his spirit is present and 
dominates the work throughout. I quote two sentences from 
the letter. "Niemandem vielleicht in ganz Italian war damals 
das Christen tum ein Erlebnis, ein Wille, eine We.l t anschauung, 
eine Leidenschaft, - niemandem ausser dem einen M8nch, dem 
Helden meines StHcks, der in der Tat einer der leidenschaft= 
lichsten und radikalsten Christen aller Zeiten gewesen ist • 
. In ibm, dem Heiligen von San Marco, gelangte das Christen tum 
zur pers8nlichen Macht,- und dieser heroische Vorgang war 
in erster Linie der Gegenstand meiner Dichtung." • 
"Chamisso," another essay in "Rede und Antwort ," I 
found of great interest. Again Thomas Mann runs true to form 
in his selection of materi al. The two-fold nationality of 
Cha.misso, ~~ench by birth and German at length by choice, is 
a point which attracts Mann to this author . The essay con-
t ains a short account of Chamisso's life and his lyric pro-
ductions, but the main emphasis is upon the fantastic story, 
"Peter Scblemihl," which deals with the adventures of a shad-
owless hero. Mann s~ys, "Der Schatten ist im Peter Schle= 
* "Tiber 'Fiorenza 11 in "Rede und .Antv~rtn-P. 350 
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mihl 1 zum Symbol aller biirgerlichen Solidit!lt und mensch= 
lichen Zugehtlrigkei t geworden." * fli th the loss of the shadow 
Schlemihl becomes a marked man, different, apart from his 
more ordinary fellow beings. Once more Mann has returned to 
his favorite topic. 
,, 
Under the title nUber fK8nigliche Hoheit'" Thomas 
Mann writes in behalf of his novel, which, it seems, had 
roused the ire of a Ger.man prince, who then felt it necessary 
to defend his rank against the reproach of being considered 
apart and outside the world of real life. The gist of Mann 's 
reply is contained in the following sentence: "Die anspie= 
lungsreiche Analyse des fUrstlichen Daseins als eines forma= 
len, unsacblichen, Ubersachlichen, mit einem 17o~te artis= 
tischen Daseins und die Erl8sung der tioheit durch die Liebe: 
Das ist der lnhalt meines Ro:rmns, und voller Sympathie fUr 
j ede llrt 'Sonderfall, 1 predigt er lvlenschlichke it." =4< * He goes 
on to state that his book does not aim to be a mirror of 
twentieth century court life, but is rather an instructive 
fairy tale, which represents symbolically through its charac-
ters the progress of individuals toward democracy, the common-
place, and love. As such it should give no offence. 
~rom this essay one learns, too, that shortly after 
* "Chamisso" in 11Rede und Antwort u-P. 225 
** ntfuer 1K8nigliche Hoheit'" in "Rede und Antwort" - P. 346 
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"Tanio KrO'ger" was published , Thomas Il.funn received from an 
artist a sketch representing a king, wrapped in a Spanish 
mantle, sobbing solitary upon his throne. Thus, Man says, 
the artist pictured in advance, before even the book was 
written, the novel nKBnigliche Hoheit . " 
The theme note for the work was obtained from the 
words of Karl VII in Schiller 's "Jungfrau von Orleans," where 
he refers to the poet-king Ben~ . 11Drum soll der S~:hw.--er mit 0 
dem KHnig gehen, sie beida wohnen auf der fuenschheit HBhen." * 
Though in "KlJnigliche Hohei t" supposedly writing of a prince, 
Thmm.s Mann is in reality, since kings and writers are akin, 
partly writing of his O\Vll inner feelings and of his ovm life. 
In this explanatory essay, the au thor further answers 
in the following wa.y the question, "Who is a writer-?" 11Der , 
dessen Leben symbolisch ist. In mir lebt der Glaube , dass 
ich nur von mir zu erz~hlen brauche, um auch der Zeit, dar 
Allgemeinheit die Zunge zu 16sen, und ohne diesen ~la uben 
k8nnte ich mich der mllhe des Produzierens entsclua.gen." ** 
"' Schiller - \JDie J'ungfrau von Orleansu - P. 24 
It 
* * '
11Jber ' KCfnigliche Hohei t ' 11 in uRede und Antwort u - ? . 347 
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3. "Bemllhungen." 
Most interestinG in the collecti on entitled "Bemtih-
ungen" is the long essay, ttGoethe und Tolstoi.n 
From "Tanio Kr8gern I have already quoted the fol-
lowing: nDem1 wenn irgend etwas imsta.nde ist, aus einem 
Literaten einen Dichter zu machen, so ist es diese meine 
BUrgerliebe zum Menschlichen, Lebendigen und Gew8hnlichen . u* 
It is this fundamental, ever-present belief which Thomas 
Mann has in mind ·when he tries to explain why Goethe and 
Tolstoi are greater in their work and appeal than Schiller 
~nd Dostojewski . 
Schiller and Dostojewski are mighty in the realm of 
the spirit, of the intellect, pure and simple. Their work 
is cool, lofty, a thing of the "Heights .u Goethe and Tolstoi , 
on the other hand, are writers of nature. Their appeal is 
consequently greater, since they are nearer to Mother Earth 
and like the giant Antaeus renew their strength from her . 
'l'his contrast, so far as Schiller and Goethe are 
concerned, comes home to me very forcefully, for just now I 
am reading Schiller 's "Jungfra.u" for the sixth or seventh 
time (I have really lost count), and for the first time 
Goethe 1 s "Wilhelm Meister ." The difference between the 
two, between Spiri t and Nature, is here marked. Yet I 
should very much dislike to throw Spirit into the discard. 
* "Tanio Kr8-ger"- P .121 
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Spirit and Nature supplement each other and appeal to vary-
in~ moods. They overlap in the same person even. Bo th are 
very necessary. 
In this oo:nnection the first paragraph of Martin 
Havenstein's "Thomas Mann, Der Dichter und Schriftstellern 
seems particularly appropriate. n.Auf den HBhen unserer Li= 
teratur begegnen wir innner wieder der merkwtlrdi gen Paarung 
zweier verschiedenartiger Dichter von hoher, exemplarischer 
Bedeutlmg, eines naiven, naturhaften, seiner selbst gewissen 
und eines intellektuelleren, zweiflerischen, suchenden, der 
den angeborenen Mangel durch BewiD1rung einer grossarti gen 
'Leistungsethik' beinahe wettmacht: neben Goethe stand 
Schiller, neben Keller C. F. Meyer, neben G-erhart Hauptma.nn 
steht Thomas Mann. Es ist, als wo,llte die Natur uns, dem 
Volke Hegels, auch am Beispiel des Dichters irumer wieder 
zeigen, dass die Idee sich notwendig spaltet, wenn sie i n 
die Wirklichkeit eingeht, dass sie sich nur i n Erscheinungen 
offenbaren ka.nn, die aufeinander angewiesen und berufen 
sind, sich zu ergMnzen, sowie Mann und Weib zueinander ge= 
h8ren und erst in gegenseitiger Verbundenheit die Idee des 
Mens chen voll zur J\nschauung bringen." * 
From the second paragr~ph, too, of the same work I 
borrow two short sentenC'38 . ttAlles, was Thomas Mann tiber die 
* M. Havenstein - nThomas Mann, Der Dichter und Schriftsteller" 
p. l. 
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Problema.tik der kUnstlerischen Existenz geschrieben hat, vor 
allem die ausgezeichnete Abhandlung fiber 'Goethe und Tol~ 
stoi,' ist eine Fortffihrung der Er8rterung, die Schiller 
mit seiner berfihmten Schrift "Ueber na,i ve und sentimental= 
ische Dichtungn begonnen hat. Wir spUren hier beina.he tiber= 
all, dass Thomas Mann, riller _Unterschiede ungeachtet, an 
Schillers Seite geh8rt, und dass neben ihm Gerhart Hauptmann 
steht, wie Goethe neben Schiller stand. n* 
In his championship of Goethe and Tolstoi, writers 
of nature, aga inst Schiller and Dostojewski, men of spirit, 
Thomas Mann is after all simply facing again his own prob-
lem, that continual groping for the htunan, the ordinary, 
the blue-eyed - a problem temporarily solved in his novel, 
uK8nigliche Hohei t," but nevertheless constantly reappearing 
in varying form. 
Yet, the point perhaps is not whether nature or 
spirit is more important in the development of mankind. 
Rather, Mann thinks, it is the effort which counts. To 
quote exactly from "Goethe und Tolstoi:" nworauf es an= 
kommt, ist aber, dass nichts zu leicht falle. MUhelose lTa= 
tur, das ist Roheit. Miiheloser Geist ist Wurzel= und Wesen= 
losigkei t. Eine hohe Begegnung von Geist und Natur auf 
ihrem sehnsuchtsvollen Wag zueinander: Das ist der Mensch." ** 
* M. Havenstein - nThomas Mann, Der Dichter und Schriftsteller" 
p. l, 2. 
** "'Goethe und Tolsto i" in"Bemtfimngenu P. 101. 
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4. "Forde rung des 'l1ages." 
Under the title, uunordnung und frUhes Leid," Ifiann 
g1ves us some interesting information and tells us also his 
reason for writing the story. It is reaLly a kind of filler. 
After completing a long work, an author likes to follow it by 
a shorter one in order to t aste &gain at once the joy of fin-
ishing something. So "De r Weg zum Friedhof" followed nBud= 
denbrooks and uunordnun~ und frtlhes Leid" succeeded nDer Zau-
berberg. u 
By many the story is considered a document of Germ2n 
burgher after-war life. Indeed, the story has been trans-
lated into French under the title ".Au temps de l'inflation.u 
As a matter of fact it is no longer typical, and was even in 
1925, at the time when it was written, already historic, for 
the action took place some years before the recording of it. 
Since the story deals with old and young in a setting 
of "Unordnung,rr Mann hit upon the appropriate idea of making 
the hero, who is a representative of the old and who tells 
the story, a professor of history. 
-nist Schiller noch lebendig?" Evidently this ques-
tion has been raised and Thomas Mann proceeds to answer it. 
In the f irst place, he calls this a genuinely German question. 
No J:t'renchman would think of inquiring whether Corneille and 
Racine yet live. But to ask if Schiller still lives is not 
much different, after all, from asking if the Germans are 
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still a people of culture. Schiller is reflected in scenes 
of ~edekind and in the prose of Wassermann . Moreover, when 
Germany took up Dostojewski, it took up Schiller, fo r Dosto-
jewski, like Ibsen, WRS a gTeat admirer of Schiller; ; in fact, 
he may be considered the Schiller of the East~ the cl,sssic 
counterpart to Tolstoi, as Schiller is to Goethe. Thus r~nn 
refers again to the contrast which forms the basis of the 
essay upon Goethe and Tolstoi. Yes, Schiller s t ill lives! 
Since up to now, I have for the most part dealt with 
the content of the works, I must, be~ore concl uding this 
portion of my thesis, add a few words concerning Thomas 
Mann's style. I have already mentioned the careful, but not 
objectionably careful, workmanship. I must ment ion also 
Mann's humor, his na.ture descriptions, his musical, a t times, 
almost poetical flow of words. Especially characteristic is 
the repetition of descriptive phrases with reference to par-
ticular persons. These recurring motifs are scattered 
throughout the books. One comes to look for ,~·hem. Ilflann 's 
writint;s possess sincerity, vividness, realism. nseine 
Kunst macht das nie Gesehene sichtbar und das hundertmal 
Gesehene zum nie Gesehenen. " * Thomas Mann in his "Betracht~ 
ungen11 writes : "Romantik, Nationalismus, Btirgerlichkeit, 
Musik, Pessimismus, Hu~or,- diese Atmosph§rilien des abge= v ....._ ______ ._ 
·laufenen Zeitalters bilden in der Hauptsache die unpers8n= 
lichen Bestandteile auch meines Seins . " ** And all these 
characteristics of Mann's being we find mirrored in his works. 
* M. Havenstein - "Thomas Mann, Der Dichter und Schriftsteller" 
P. 95. 
**"Betrach t ungenrr P• .<{XIV ill ~ Vorrede" 
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III. The man, judged by his contemporaries. 
a. Viewpoints from contemporary books and m~gazine 
articles. 
It seems rather necessary to include in this thesis 
a short section dealing with contemporary opinion of Thomas 
Mann and his works. With this purpose in mind, I have con-
sulted both American and German reviews , especially those 
writ t en in 1929, the year of the Nobel award. Of the two, 
the American articles, on the whole, are less enthusiastic, 
perh~ps because of a lack of knowledge and sympathy with 
things German. The chief objection offered is the length of 
the novels. This is readily understood. In ~ li f e of our 
quick tempo, reviewers, like all other individuals, probably 
wi sh to arrive speedily at their goal. A Thomas Mann novel 
i s no vehicle for rapid transit. I was pleased therefore to 
fi nd in the 10utlook1' for November 27, 1929 the following 
statement:- "In an era of slap dash fiction writing, Mann 
has t he courae-e to be, not only profound, but thorough going . "* 
Notwithstaniling the length of his novels, American reviewers 
generally admit that the choice of Thomas Mann for the Nobel 
award was, on the whole, satisfactory. One wonders, however, 
if this is not said in a more or less sheep-like acquiescence 
to European opinion, without particular invest i gat ion. 
* rroutlook" ' November 27, 1929 - 11Tho:mas :rurann" 
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I was interested to note the attitude of "Die Lese= 
stunde," magazine of the nDeutsche Buch=Gemeinschaft.n In 
the issue of October 16, 1929, Hans Waldmann, before the 
time of the Nobel award, champions Arno Holz as a candidate. 
In a later issue, December 5, 1929, after the announcement of 
the award, H. Siemer, while expressing the best wishes of the 
rrDeutsche Buch=Gemeinschaft, carmot help regretting the too 
early death of Arno Holz, who, so the writer feels sure, 
would otherwise have received the prize. 
In the "Lesestunde" of August 1, 1930, however, I 
read with interest Julius Bab's article on nBuddenbrooks," in 
which he stresses Thomas Ma,nn's humor as follows: ttDiese 
C~be, ohne die vielleicht ein grosser ErzHhler gar nicht ex= 
istieren kann, die FMhigkeit, bis ins Kleinste zu beobachten 
und Uber die Kleinheit der einzelnen Zffge iru1erhalb des 
grossen Ganzen dann zu lMcheln, dieser Humor ist es, der das 
'Gef!Uligste, das LiebenswUrdigste an den "Buddenbrooksu 
bringt, der sicher am meisten dazu beigetragen hat, die ne= 
liebtheit dernBuddenbrooksu im deutschen BUrgerhaus zu be= 
grllnden, ihren Erfolg auszubreiten." * 
Of rare value i~ the appreciation of Thomas Mann in 
"German After-War Problemsu by the late Kuno Francke. 
* "Lesestunden, August 1, 1930 - nBuddenbrooks" by Julius Bab 
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uAmong all contemporary Gennan writers of fiction , Thomas Mann 
stands out as a solitary and unique figure. lirom the year 
1901, the da te of his f irst great novel nD ie Buddenbrooks" 
until the beginning of the w·ar , keeping conspicuously aloof 
from the sentimental emotionalism of the Herzogs and Hrens-
sens, steadfastly maintaining his careful, serious, aus tere 
manner of observation, his profound insight into character, 
his sure grasp of the thing~ of the outer world , he allowed 
to be published only such productions of his as came fully 
up to the standard of his own judicious and severe self-scru-
tiny. During the war, he refused to be drawn into any kind 
of hysteria , seeking solace in retirement and deep studies 
upon the basic qm~lities of German national achievements and 
failures. But not until a year ago, seven years aft er the 
armistice, as a man of fifty, has he given us, as the fin-
ished product of a whole decade of work, thought, investiga-
tion, suffering, and striving, what perhaps will go do\vn in 
history as the most subtle spiritual reflex of an age of 
convulsions, disruptions, and cataclysms - the two-volume nov-
el , 'Der Zauberberg' n* Then follows a. careful analysis of the 
novel and in conclusion these words: "I felt the power of an 
ar tist who, concentrating his whole being upon his work, dis -
* . .Kuno Francke - "German After-1·1ar Problems"-P. 111> \I cr-. 
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ciplining his will and his imagination, presenting li f e with 
perfect detachment &nd soverei~1ty of mind, has by his mas-
tery of himself created something which communicat es to those 
who enter into his work the same f irm and sel f -contr olled 
stat e of feeling. And, as a German, I could not help being 
proud that a work of such cal m greatness and fundamental no-
bi li t y should have sprung from the soil of harassed and di s -
tract ed Germany. tt * 
From Friedrich M!lrker's nzur Literatur der Gegenwart " 
I select the fol l owing passage . "Thomas Mann besi tz t eine 
meisterliche Gestaltungskraft . Seine Dichtungen werden ge= 
wiss einen dauernden Wert als vollendete Darstellungen i hrer 
Zeit - als Zeitspiegel haben." ** 
From "Dichtung und Zivilisation" by Fritz Strich I 
i nclude a brief excerpt. "Von Thomas Mann sprechen, das 
heisst: von uns, von unserer Zeit und unserem Volk , von un= 
serem Schicksa1 und unserer Sendung sprechen.u ** * 
Lastly, I qu ote from the conclusion of Arthur Eloes -
ser1s biography. rrwir sehen auf Thomas Mann als auf eine 
Spitze europMischen Geisteslebens ; wir stfftzen uns auf ihn 
* Kuno .B'r ancke - "Ge rman 11f t er-War Problems n - P. I ~ 1 
** Friedrich M!fr ker - nzur Li teratur der Gegenwart" - P. %. 
** * Fritz Strich - uDichtung und Zivilisa tionu - P. 16~ 
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qls auf einen Bea.uftragten deutschen Wesens, der unser Erbe 
an Humanit!lt verwaltet, der unsern Anteil am brfiderschaft= 
lichen Besi tz des Menschen vermehrt. DeutschlA.nds Gel tung 
beruht in diesem Augenblick der i'ieltgeschichte auf seiner 
geistigen Leistung, auf der BewMhrung seiner inneren Kr'-Ift e. 
Wir grtlssen . . • • Thomas Mann als einen betrauten J:'tlhrer, den 
sein Volk braucht, als einen Meister, den Europa bevrundern 
gelernt hat. '~7i r grfissen den Dichter, der, immer t iefere 
Wurzel im Leben fassend, ein Weiser wird, mit der frohen Zu= 
versicht, dass ein mannhaftes Wachstum von stiller Bereiche= 
rung, von stranger Entsagung, sich noch reiche Fruchtfolge 
vorbehalten hat . " * 
I have quoted over-much under the heading of contem-
porary opinion. But I believe trat the actual words of au-
thors are more expressive than a garbled restatement of my 
ovm would be. In the main, so far as I can determine, per-
sons who have read Thomas Mann 's works thoroughly and sym-
pathetically are fully convinced of his greatness. Belit-
tling remarks come r ather from those who have read superfi-
cially or have been unable to adjust themselves to Mann's 
viewpoint . 
* Arthur Eloesser - "Thomas 1\/Iann, Sein Leben und sein i/erk" 
P. 207, ma 
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C. Conclusion. 
I. General summary. 
a. Personal reaction toward Thomas l~nn and his 
writings. 
In this thesis, I have given the reason for my per-
sonal interest in Thomas ~~nn and his work - an interest, 
which has grown constantly as a result of fur t her reading. 
I have tried to show how Thomas Th~nn 's i~heri t ed temperament 
naturally attracted his att ention to the "marked man.u In 
d~scussing the novels, novellen, drama, and essays , I have 
attempted, wherever possible, to point out 'l1homas Mann 's re-
peated use of the Sanderling as . contrasted with the ublue-
eyed," average human being. I have stressed Jvlann ' s idea that 
life and that which is commonplace triumphs over the mentally 
gifted, the sickly, the diseased. I have also mentioned 
Mann's care ful, musical, poetic style, at times humorous, 
always sincere. Lastly, I have quoted, for the most part, 
favorable connnents from contemporary writers amtd have found 
that the consensus of reliable opinion seems to recognize 
the "inspiration and perspiration, u vYhich, combined, have 
produced the literary genius, Thomas ~~nn. 
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